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Introduction

We have developed techniques which contribute to
efficient algorithms for certain geometric optimization problems involving simple polygons: computing
minimum separators, maximum inscribed triangles,
a minimum circumscribed concave quadrilateral, or
a maximum contained triangle. The structure for
our algorithms is as follows: a) decompose the initial
problem into a low-degree polynomial number of easy
optimization problems; b) solve each individual subproblem in constant time using the methods of cealcuIns, standard methods of numerical analysis, or linear
programming. The decomposition step uses shorteat path trees inside simple polygons (Guibas et. al.~
1987) and, in the case of inscribed triangles, produces
a new class of polygons, the fan-shaped polygon. By
extending the shortest-path algorithm to splinegons,
we also generate splinegon-versions of the algorithms
for some of the optimization problems.
The problems we discuss fall into four subgroups:
S e p a r a t o r s : If two points z and y lie on the boundary of simple polygon P and define a directed line
segment zy C_ P that separates P into two sets PL
and Pa, then zy is called a separator.
M i n i m u m l e n g t h : The areas of PL and
PR are defined by constants KL and KR.
Find a separator of minimum length.

M i n i m u m s u m o f r a t i o s : Find a separator that minimizes the sum of the ratio of
the area of PL and the square of its perimeter and the ratio of the area of PR and the
square of its perimeter.
I n s c r i b e d Triangles: Given a simple polygon P, a
triangle T such that T C P and the vertices of T lie
on the boundary of P is an inscribed triangle.
M a x i m u m a r e a / p e r i m e t e r : Find the inscribed triangle of maximum area/perimeter.
Constra[-ed maximum area/perimeter: Find a maximum area/perimeter inscribed triangle with one edge of given
length.
C i r c u m s c r i b e d Q u a d r i l a t e r a l : Given a simple
polygon P, a quadrilateral Q such that P C_ Q and
the all four sides of Q intersect the boundary of P is

a circumscribed quadrilateral
M i n i m u m a r e a concave: Find the circurnscribed concave quadrilateral of minimum area.
C o n t a i n e d Triangle: Given a simple polygon P, a
triangle T such that T C P is a contained triangle.
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M a x i m u m Area: Find the contained triangle of maxinmm area.
We solve the separator problems in O(n 2) time,
the inscribed triangle problems i n O(n 3) time, and
the contained triangle problem in O(n 4) time, all in
linear space. The quadrilateral algorithm uses either
2 2 time and O(n) space or O(n~(np + k)) time
O(ncnp)
and O(n + k) space where nc is the number of vertices
of the convex hull of P, np = n - n c and k is an
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instance-dependent parameter which ranges between

O(np) and
Lisper [23] posed the first separator problem, citing applications in solid modeling and graph cutting. A linear algorithm exists when P is convex [24].
Chang posed the second separator problem [7], claiming applications in finite element analysis. Aggarwal [1] posed the contained triangle problem and the
concave circumscribed quadrilateral problem. There

exist
related results (e.g. [21],[2],[3],[10]), including a linear-time algorithm for finding the minimum area triangle containing a convex n-gon [25],
an O(nk + n log n) time algorithm for computing the
minimum area circumscribing k-gon of a convex ngon [4],and an O(nlogn) algorithm for finding the
minimum perimeter triangle circumscribing a convex
n-gon [4]. Note that any convex/~-gon circumscribing a simple polygon P also circumscribes the convex
hull of P.
Many researchers have studied inclusion problems
(e.g. [5],[11],[11],[9],[15]). Some results include a
linear-time algorithm for computing the minimum
area triangle inscribed in a convex polygon of n vertices [12], an O(kn + n log n) algorithm for computing the the maximum area or perimeter convex kgon inside a convex n-gon [3], and O(n7) time (resp.
O(ne) time) and O(n 5) space algorithms for finding
the m a x i m u m area (perimeter) convex polygon contained within a given simple polygon P ([6], [7]).

2

Shortest

points x E P which are visible from an edge i form
the visibility polygon of P from edge i. If two edges
i and j of P are visible from each other, the set of
points of j which are visible from i form the visible
part of j with respect to i. One can compute the
visible parts of a given edge i from every other edge
of the polygon, as well as the visible parts of every
edge from i, in O(n) time and space using the shortest
path algorithm [17].
If edges i, j of polygon P are visible from each other
then the shortest paths from Pi+x to p~ (SPpj+, (pi))
and from P,+i to Pi (SPe,+, (Pi)) are inward disjoint
convex chains. The region bounded by the above
chains and i and j is called an hourglass and denoted
Hi,i. Given a point z inside or on the boundary of P
which is visible from edge i, the region bounded by
i, SPp,+, (z) and SPp,(x) defines a funnel on base i.
The closest vertex to Pi (Pi+x resp.) on the shortest
path from z to pl (pi+l resp.) is called the anchor of
Pi (Pi+x resp.) with respect to z and is denoted by

a, hor" (p, ) ( a.eho,'f (p, + ) resp.).
The shortest path algorithm [17] applied to a triangulated simple polygon P at a designated start vertex v produces a subdivision where each region corresponds to a funnel based on some polygon edge i,
denoted F~(i) (fig. 1). The computation corresponds

Paths
v

In [17], the authors describe a linear time and space
algorithm for finding the shortest paths fxom a vertex of a simple polygon to all the other vertices. The
union of these paths form a tree called as fhe shorteat path free. In the next few paragraphs we review
necessary facts and definitions from that paper and
establish our notation. We use these conventions: a
simple polygon P has n edges represented by the integers 1, 2, ..., n in clockwise order, and edge j has
endpoints pj and Py+l; whenever a subset of polygon
vertices (edges) are identified by uppercase (lowercase) letters, alphabetic order implies clockwise order
around P; and a line I is tangent to a polygonal chain
C if it intersects the chain in one or more points and
C lies entirely in one of the halfplanes defined by I.
A point x in a simple polygon P is visible from an
edge i of P if there exists a point y on i such that
xy C_ P. Two edges i, j of P are visible from each
other if and only if there exist at least two points x,
y on i, j respectively such that zy C P. The set of

Figure 1: the shortest path tree
to a preorder traversal of the binary tree with one
node for each triangle, with an edge joining two nodes
whose triangles share an edge, and with the triangle
containing s as the root, maintaining the invariant
that the funnels have been computed for all edges of
frontier nodes of the traversed portion of the tree. A
parent funnel is split to form the funnel for its children. Extending the edges of each funnel up to their
intersection with the funnel's base produces a refined
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subdivision of P called the shortest path map [17],[20]
(fig. 2). The shortest path map from a vertex v subdivides the edges of P. for its children. S, (i) is the
subdivision of a specific edge i and its size is denoted
by s 17i •

3

Separator s

If z, y delimit a separator for simple polygon P, then
z and y are visible in P. Thus, if z lies on edge i, y
on edge j, then i and j are visible in P. Furthermore,
the line segment zy lies in the hourglass Hid defined
by the shortest paths from pj+t to pi (SPpj+t(pi))
and from pi+* to pj (SPy,+, (pj)). Thus our goal is to
reduce the optimum separator problem for a simple
polygon to a series of optimum separator problems
on hourglasses which are simpler to solve. We focus
on the minimum-length separator problem.
Define as az (aR reap.) the area of P to the left
(right reap.) of zy (fig. 3). Not every hourglass
will admit a separator satisfying the constraints that
az = K z and aa = Ka where KL + K / t = A.
Note, however, that SPp,(pj+t) (resp. SPpj(pi+l))
cuts the polygon into two or more pieces, those to
the left with (combined) area ALpj+, (pi), and those
to the right with area ALv,+, (pj)). A necessary and
sufficient condition for Hit to contain a separator
zy is ALp~+,(pl) _~ KL and ALp,+t(pj) < Ka. It
is easy to compute ALp~+~(pi), since the shortest
path map from pj+, divides P into a linear number of triangles where the funnel Pp~+~(i) on edge
i is the disjoint union of some subset of these triangles. Below we present a high level description
of our algorithm for computing the minimum-length
separator, where shortestpath(v) represents the procedure which computes the shortest path tree (map)
from vertex v, a(F) denotes the area of funnel F,
and hourglass(i, j, locmin) computes the minimumlength separator for Hid.

Figure 2: a shortest path map

Minor revisions allow the polygonal shortest path
algorithm [17] to work for curved polygons, also
known as splinegons in comparable time and space
bounds. The original algorithm runs on a triangulated polygon. A splinegon cannot necessarily be triangulated without either adding vertices in its interior or adding an unlimited number on its boundary.
Fournier and Montuno [22], however, show that triangulation of a simple polygon is linear-time equivalent to solving the all vertex-edge horizontal visibility
problem. W e prove:

For j = l t o n d o b e g i n

globmin = c~;
shortestpath(pj );
shortestpath(pj +x);
aLpj+~ (p~+2) = 0;

T h e o r e m 2.1 The shortest path tree algorithm for

for i = 3 to n do

a splinegon runs in O(n) time given its horizontal
visibility decomposition.

apj+l (pi+,) = Apj+, (Pi+,-*) +

(j + i));

fori=ltondo
if i, j are visible and ALpj÷~ (Pi) _<KI,
then do begin

P r o o f : Preprocess the edges of the splinegon such
that each edge is monotone with respect to both the
z and the V axes. Decompose the splinegon into horizontal (curved) trapezoids ([281, [141). Refine the
trapezoids so that every component is either a triangle or a quadrilateral with one edge on the Splinegon
boundary. The dual of the decomposition is now a
binary tree. Despite revisions for splitting funnels
with curved edges, the recursive formula used in [17]
to prove the linearity of the entire algorithm stillapplies.

hourglass(i,j, locmin)
globmin = MIN(globmin, locmin);
end;
end;
Next, we need a procedure hourglass(i,j, locmin) to
solve the following problem:
P r o b l e m : Given an hourglass H~,j find z
and y on i and j respectively such that
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a) z y C H i j ,

b) the area bounded by

This is a continuous optimization problem, rather
than a combinatorial one. Algebraic manipulation of
the constraints involved leads to an expression for the
length of xy as the square root of a rational a function of xx where the domain of xl is restricted by the
facts that x must lie within a specific subinterval I,
the point y lies on segment j, and the line through z
and y must keep the anchorPJ(x) and anchorP~+, (z)
on opposite sides. The degrees of the numerator and
denominator of the rational function permit analytical solution for finding the optimum in constant time.
The global minimum for the original hourglass is the
minimum of all the minima obtained from the continuous problems on elementary hourglasses. Therefore:

SPpj+t (Pi), piZ, Zy, and YPj+x equals K L ALp ÷ (PO, and c) the length of
is minimum.

T h e o r e m 3.1 The hourglass problem can be solved

' Le.

in O(n) time and space where n is the number of
hourglass vertices.

O.g

Since the hourglass algorithm takes linear time and
since we call the hourglass algorithm at most O(n 2)
times then our algorithm has at most O(n ~) complexity. We exploit the linearity of the shortest path to
improve the bound.

Figure 3: an hourglass divides the polygon
First, we simplify the test of condition b). For each
hourglass Hi,i, define Cp~+,(pl)as the area of the region bounded by SPp$+~(Pi) and the segment PlPj+x.
Depth-first-search traversed of the shortest path tree
of P from vertex Pj+x produces all of the Cp$+t(pi) in
linear time. Then the test of condition b) reduces to
determining whether the quadrilateral pizypj+t has
area KL -- ALp~+t(pi ) + Cpj+t(pi), from now on referred to as K.

T h e o r e m 3.2 The minimum length area separator

of a simple polygon can be computed in O(n 2) time
and O(n) space.
P r o o f : T h e test in the if statement can be done in
0 ( 1 ) time since the area parameters of P as well as
the visibility of i, j have been computed during the
shortest path computation. The hourglass algorithm
takes O(s~' + s~ i+~ ). Thus the whole algorithm takes

Condition a) is satisfied if and only if the closed
halfplane to the left of the ~ contains all the vertices
of SPpj+t (Pi) and the one to the right contains all
the vertices of SP~,,+t(pj). To reduce the number of
constraints, we exploit the fact that shortest paths are
convex to decompose the problem further. First, trim
edge i t o create an edge i' so that all of i' is visible
from j. Next, subdivide i t by merging Sp~+~(i) and
Spj(i). As x moves from p~ to P~+I, anehorPi+' (~)
and/or anchorP¢ (z) changes only when x moves from
one subinterval to the next. Consequently, we can
reduce an arbitrary hourglass problem to a series of
problems defined on elementary hourglasses:

O(~=x~=x(s~
+ s~'+t)) time which is O(n 2)
since ~ = i s~ = O(n) for all v. 0
C o r o l l a r y 3.3 The minimum length area separator
of a simple splinegon can be computed in O(n 2) time
and O(n) space, t3
T h e o r e m 3.4 The minimum sum of ratios separator

of a simple polygon can be computed in O(n 2) time
and O(n) space. El
R e m a r k : Although the results in this section were
explained using hourglasses, the same results can be
achieved with an alternate formulation the details
of which are described in the full paper. The idea
is to fix a particular edge i, find the shortest path
maps from its endpoints. These maps subdivide the
boundary of P into a set of segments. As a point
:r moves on a particular segment anchorP'(x) and
anchor p'+~ (x) remain constant. Let a = anchorP'(x)

P r o b l e m : For each interval I of i, find
points x = (•1, Yl) and y = (x2, Y2) on I and
j respectively such that a) the anchorP#(z)
and anchorP#+, (x) do not lie in the same
open halfspace defined by ~ , b) the area of
the quadrilaterM pixypj+l equals K, and c)
length of xy is minimum.
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and b = anchorPi+~(z). Consider only segments
for which SPp,(a) and SPp,+, (b) are inward convex
(these are the visible ones) and for each of them solve
a continuous optimization problem. Repeat the same
process for all edges i.

4

Inscribed Triangles

For three points z, y, z on the boundary of a simple
polygon P to define an inscribed triangle, it is necessary and sufficient that they are pairwise visible. If
z, y, z lie on edges k, j, i, respectively, then the points
are pairwise visible if and only if zy, yz and zz lie
inside H k j , Hj, i and He,i, respectively. Thus the
boundary of the triangle zyz is interior both to P
and to the union of the three hourglasses. Since P is
simple, the entire triangle must be interior to P. It
is also contained in the polygon Fij,~ _C P bounded
by i, SPp,+,(pj), j, SPp#+t(pk), k and SPp,+,(p,).

e#
Figure 4: fan-shaped polygon
P r o o f : By contradiction. In specific, assume that
neither z y nor zz is tangent to the boundary of Fid,k.
Tangents from y and z to the chains SPpj+, (Pk) and
SPp~(pk+x), respectively, intersect k at points v and
to such that z must lie between them. Then it is clear
that one of vyz or wyz must have area greater than or
equal to the area of zyz (the equality happens when
k is parallel to yz). c]

Fij,~ is called a fan-shaped polygon with bases i, j, k
(fig.4). Fi,j,~ is legal iff the visible parts of each of its
bases with respect to the two others have non-empty
intersection. A triangle T is inscribed in Fid,k if and
only if if T C Fij,k and the vertices of T lie on the
bases. Every triangle inscribed in a simple polygon P
is also inscribed in a fan-shaped polygon Fid,~ _C P.
Below we present a high level description of our algorithm for computing the m a x i m u m area/perimeter
inscribed triangle, where shortestpath(v)represents
the procedure which computes the shortest path tree
(map) from vertex v, and fan(i, j, k, locmaz) computes the maximum triangle inscribed in a legal Fid,k:

L e m m a 4.2 The mazimum-perimeter triangle inscribed in a fan-shaped polygon must have at least two
sides tangent to the convez chains of the fan. Cl
Assume that the o p t i m u m triangle xyz has xy tangent to SPp~+t(pk), and zz tangent to SPp,(pk+x).
To find the optimum, trim edge k to create an edge
k' which is visible from both i and j. If k' is empty
then inscribed triangle does not exist. Perform the
comparable operation on edges i and j, creating i'
and j ' respectively. Next, subdivide k' by merging
Sp,+t(k) and Sp,(k). As x moves from p~ to p~+,,
anchor pj+' (z) a n d / o r anchor p' (z) changes only when
x moves from one subinterval to the next.

gIobmaz = 0;
for i = 1 to n do begin
shortestpath(pi ); shortestpath(pi+ , );
for j = 1 to n do begin
shortestpath(pj ); shortestpath(pj +x );
for k = I to n do begin
if Fi,j,k is legal
then fan(i,j,k, locmaz);
globrnaz = M A X (globrnaz, locrnaz );
end;
end;
end;

P r o b l e m : For each interval K of k', find
points x E K , y E i, z E j such that a)
anchorPi(x) E z y and anchorPJ+l(z) E xz
b) y and z are mutually visible, and c)
area/perimeter of zyz is maximum.

It remains to develop procedure fan(i, j, k, locmaz).
Testing condition b) is stillcomplicated, so we decompose the problem further. Subdivide i' according
to Svj (i) and subdivide j ' according to Sv,+l (j). As
y (z resp.) moves from p~ to P~+I (P; to P;+i resp.)
anchor pj (y) (anchor"+' (z) resp.) changes only when
y (z resp.) moves from one subinterval to the next.

L e m m a 4.1 For a fan-shaped polygon Fi,i,t the
mazimum-area inscribed triangle with vertices z, y, z
on the bases must have at least two sides tangent to
the convez chains of the fan (fig. 4).
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Let W be the number of vertices of either Sp# (i) or
Sp,+t (]). To each interval of i' (resp. j') assign a
number called its rank which corresponds to the position of its anchor in SPp,(pj) (resp. SPpj(pl)), assuming that the first position is 0.
I~efine the subdivision of k ~ so that whenever z belongs to some interval K, y and z each have constant
rank. The rank of K equals the sum of those ranks.
If rank(K) < W, do nothing; if rank(K) > W, solve
Problem I; if rank(K) = W solve Problem II.

Unfortunately, the maximum area or perimeter triangle inscribed in a simple splinegon might not have
two sides tangent to the chains of the fan-shaped
polygon. Consequently, Lernmas 4.1 and 4.2 do not
hold, and a new algorithm is necessary:
T h e o r e m 4.5 The mazimum area or perimeter triangle inscribed in a simple splinegon can be found in
O(n 4) time and O(n) space. 13
The maximum inscribed triangle with one of its sides
constrained to have given length does have at least
one of the non-given length sides tangent to a fanshaped polygon:

P r o b l e m I: Given three non intersecting
line segments AB, CD, and E F and two
points p, q such that p (q resp.) lies on
A E and B F (AC and B D resp.), find s,t,u
on A B , E F , C D with p (q resp.) on st (su
resp.), such that the area ofstu is maximum.

4.6 The Mazimum Inscribed Triangle
with one of its sides having given length can be solved
in O(n 3) time and O(n) space. 13

Theorem

P r o b l e m II: Add the constraint that the
line through t and u should be always above
a constant point (z0, y0).

Remark:
explained
suits can
described

Solutions to both problems can be computed analytically. Solving the perimeter optimization versions of
these problems requires numerical methods.

5

Minimum

Area

Concave

Quadrilateral

L e m m a 4.3 The mazimum inscribed trian#le in a
fan-shaped polygon Fid,~ can be found in O ( ~ ' +

A B C D always represents a concave quadrilateral
where CC is the reflex vertex. C H ( P ) represents the
convex hull of a simple polygon P. Each simple polygonal region Q interior to C H ( P ) but exterior to P is
called a pocket of P .

which is O(n) whe n/ th, number of ,ertiees 4 the fan-shaped polygon. S

4

Although the results in this section were
using fan-shaped polygons, the same rebe achieved with an alternate formulation
in the full paper.

+ 4 '÷'+ 4

Since we decompose the simple polygon into at
most O(n 3) fan-shaped polygons, the global algorithm uses at most O(n 4) time. Careful analysis produces a better bound.
T h e o r e m 4.4 The mazimum triangle inscribed in a
simple polygon P can be found in O(n 3) arithmetic
operations where n is the number of vertices of P.
The space required is O(n).
Proof.. The total time spent in the shortest path
computation is O(n 3) since the shortest path procedure is called O(n 2) times. The if statement takes
0(1) time since whether Fij,k is legal can be decided from the shortest path information. Accordjng to Lemma 4.3, the procedure fan(i,j,k) takes
O(s~' + s~j+~ + s~ '+' + s PJ
i ). Thus the total time
spent in the fan-shaped polygons corresponding to
all triples (i, ], k) of edges of P is:
O ( E , rt= I ~ =n1 z--,k=,,°k~""
¢~'--±sP~+'k +• i + t + ~ j )) which

is O(n 3) since EL-1

Figure 5: Optimum quadrilateral characterization

= o(,0 for any vertex v of e

L e m m a 5.1 The minimum-area concave quadrilateral A B C D containing a simple polygon P satisfies

according to [17]. []
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the following conditions: a) A, B, D lie outside of
the C H ( P ) with A B and A D tangent to C H ( P ) at
some points k and I, respectively; b) C is inside the
visibility polygon VQi of some pocket Qi of P with
respect to pseudoedge lliWi; e) B ~ , D C are tangent
to the boundary of Qi at points a, b where a and b
are the anchors of the shortest paths from vi to C
and wi to C, respeetively, inside the pocket. Note
that C need not lie on the boundary of the pocket and
that the minimum-area concave quadrilateral may be
degenerate (i.e. a triangle) (figs. 5 and 6). m

?

required is the space to keep the two shortest path
maps, i.e linear. The procedure pocket(a, b, k, l, i, R)
must solve the following optimization problem:
P r o b l e m : Construct the minimum area
concave quadrilateral A B C D such that A B
and A D pass through the constaat points a
and b respectively, and have slopes in the intervals defined by the adjacent convex hull
edges, C D and C B pass through k and l,
and C 6 R.
These constraints generate a linear program in
eight variables which is subject to a constant number of linear constraints. That problem can be solved
in 0(1) time. Thus, each pass through the loop above
takes O(nl + ki) time where ni is the size of Qi and
ki is the size of the subdivision created by merging
the shortest path maps from v and w. Thus, if n¢ are
the number of vertices of C t I ( P ) and np the total
number of vertices of all pockets of P and k be the
sum of the merged subdivisions over all pockets, then
we have the following theorem:
5.2 The minimum concave quadrilateral
that con~ain~ a simple polygon P can be found either
in O(n~n~) time and O(n) space or in O(n~(np + k))
time and O(n + k) 8pace. Q

Theorem

Figure 6: Optimum quadrilateral has C collinear with
B and D

6

Contained Triangles

A description of the algorithm follows:
Compute C H ( P ) and let p = the number of pockets.
Triangulate P and all its pockets Qi, for i = 1...p.
For all pairs a, b of vertices of C H ( P ) do
for i = 1 to p do begin
Compute VQi and the shortest path maps
inside VQi from both vi and wi [17].
Merge those maps [18] and label each region
(< 6 sides) with its anchors w.r.t, vi and wi.
For every region R, call pocket(a, b, k, l, i, R) .
end.
Report the optimum.

The maximum area triangle T = z y z contained in a
simple polygon P may have 0, 1, 2 or 3 vertices on the
boundary of P. The case of 3 vertices of the triangle
on the boundary of P corresponds to the maximum
area inscribed triangle problem solved in O(n 3) time
and O(n) space earlier. We focus here on what we
call 0-case, 1-case, and 2-case.

L e m m a 6.1 Let A and C (B and D resp.) be two

poi.ts o .
reap.) such that segments AB and
C D intersect inside the wedge defined by Ox and Oy
at point E. Let F G be a line segment through E with
y ( G resp.) between A and C ( D and B reap.).
The area of the triangle O F G is maximized when one
of the following holds: F = A and G = B; or F = C
and G = D (fig. 7 a). [3

Note that instead of explicitly merging the two
maps, we can take each pair (rx, r2) where rl (resp.
r2) is a region o f the shortest path map from vi
(resp. wi), and calculate the intersection region
explicitly. For each such intersection region call
pocket(a, b, k, l, i, R). Since every region of the shortest path map is a triangle the intersection of two
such regions has constant number of sides. The space

C o r o l l a r y 6.2 Let ~ x and ~ y be two rays with com-

mon origin O. Let also A and B be two points on Ox
and Oy respectively and let CAB be an inward convex chain. Let D (E resp.) lie on OA (OB reap.)
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0

0

two reflex vertices of polygon P; if T is I-ease w i t h
x on the boundary of P , then yz touches at least two
reflex vertices of P and z y and x z at least one. if
T is B-case with y and z on edges i and j , there exists at least one edge k of P such that i, ], k define a
fan-shaped polygon Fi,i,~ _D T.

P

Figure 7: Examples for lemma and corollary
such that 0 and CAB do not lie on the same side of
the line through D and E . Then the area of triangle
O D E becomes maximum if D E contains an edge of
the convex chain CAB (fig. 7 b).

0-Case T r i a n g l e A l g o r i t h m . One algorithm
would consider all triples of pairs of reflex vertices
(O(n 6) objects), check whether the corresponding triangle is contained in P in O(logn) time using rayshooting [8] [17], and choose the largest one, a total
of O(n 6 log n) arithmetic operations. An alternate algorithm would fix two sides of the candidate triangle
by choosing a pair of pairs of reflex vertices (A, B)
and (E, F)~ assuming that z y contains A B and z z
contains E F , and spending linear time to find the
optimum position of yz, for a total of O(n 5) arithmetic operations.

P r o o f : Assume that D E does not contain any edge
of CAB. Then either a) the intersection of D E and
CAB is one vertex of CAB or b) is the empty set. In
case of a) we have an instance of Lemxna 6.1. In case
of b) we can translate D E in a direction perpedicular
to itself until it intersects CAB and then apply Lemma
6.1. D.

Figure 9: O-ease
Using the linearity of shortest path trees inside simple polygons, we can invert this algorithm and reduce
the complexity by an order of magnitude (fig. 9). Fix
a pair of reflex vertices C and D with the characteristic that ~'D C P and all edges incident to C and D
lie on the same side of the line containing C'D and assume that side yz contains these vertices. Determine
in O(log n) time [8], [17] the points G and H closest
to G and D, respectively, where the extension of CD
intersects the boundary of P. Let P ' represent the
subpolygon of P which lies at the opposite side of GH
from the edges incident to C and D. Since x must be
visible from GH, then the shortest paths from G to
z and from H to x inside P must be inward convex
chains containing segments A B and E F , respectively,

Figure ~: a) 0-case; b) 1-case; c) 2-case; d) 3-case

L e m m a 6.3 Let T be a maximum area triangle.
Then each edge of T contains at least two points of
the boundary of P . Specifically the following hold (fig.
8): I f T is O-case lhen each edge o f T contains at least

where A, B, E, F are reflex vertices and A/~ and E-~
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intersect within P at point x. Thus, we need consider
only pairs of the O(n) edges of the shortest path tree
from G and the O(n) edges of the shortest path tree
from H, a total of O(n z) objects.
How can we test efficiently whether the chosen pair
A B and E F of shortest path tree edges forms a legal
triangle with GH? Choose only those A B such that
a) the shortest paths from G to A and G to B are
inward convex chains, b) points y and z do not lie in
segment CD, and c) segments Az and E z lie inside
P. Conditions a) and b) clearly can be checked in
0(1) time. One way to test condition c) is to apply
ray shooting inside P in O(logn) time. Since A B and
U D are shortest-path tree edges, however, constant
time suffices. Define et (resp. ez) as the edge of the
shortest path map from G which is adjacent to vertex
A (resp. E) and collinear to A B (resp. E F ) . Ifet and
e2 both exist and intersect then the intersection point
is a valid vertex z. I~epeating the above procedure for
all the O(n 2) pairs of reflex vertices U and D yields:

o,

Figure II: 2-case

2 - C a s e Triangle A l g o r i t h m .
According to
£emma 6.3, triangle z y z lies in a fan-shaped polygon (see fig. 11). Subdivide j (i resp.) according
to the shortest path maps from both pi+l and p~ (pj
and ph+x resp.). For each interval on the subdivision of edge i and each interval of the subdivision
of edge j, a) check whether points y and z are visible, using techniques developed in Sect. 4; b) let
a = anchorPh+l (y) and b = anchorW (z) aad check
whether SPp~+, (a) and SPph (b) are inward convex; c)
check whether the intersection x of the lines through
segments ya and zb lies "below" the line through
edge k. That guarantees that triangle zyz lies inside
Fij,k. d) Solve the appropriate continuous optimization problem. It should be clear that steps a) through
d) take 0(1) time.
According to the above discussion the time complexity per fan-shaped polygon is O((~'+t + ~ k )(sfj +
s~h+t)). Then summing over all fan-shaped polygons
we get

L e m m a 6.4 The O-case maximum triangle can be
found in O(n 4) ~imc and O(n) space.

14

q

Figure 10: 1-case

n

1-Case Triangle A l g o r i t h m . As in the 0-case
algorithm we fix a pair of reflex vertices U and D
(fig. 10). We find again points G and H as defined
previously and then we have to walk on the shortest
path maps of G and H on the boundary of P as we
did in the inscribed triangle case of Sect. 4. Thus for
a fixed pair of reflex vertices we spend, using similar
arguments, O(n) time and therefore a total O(n 3) for
the whole problem. Thus:

i=1 j=l

k=l

0
L e m m a 6.6 The 2-case maximum triangle can be
found in O(n 4) time and O(n) space.
T h e o r e m 6.7 The maximum area triangle contained in a simple polygon can be found in O(n 4) time
and O(n) space.

L e m m a 6.5 The 1-case maximum triangle can be
found in O(n 3) time and O(n) space. []
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